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On Friday the 13th (!) of April strange 
things took place in the Science Center 
at Taylor University. Eggs were 
launched through the air, balsa wood 
bridges were crushed, mousetrap cars 
were propelled down the corridors of 
the Science Center and chemical titra­
tions were performed while blindfolded. 
Teams bom 11 north central Indiana 
high schools participated in these and 
other events as put of the seventh 
annual Chemistry-Physics Field Day on 
the Upland campus. There were 135 
students and teachers in attendance. 
The chemistry team from Eastbrook 
won first place for the third consecutive 
year. Members of the winning team 
were Adam Brice, Gregg Dieckmann, 
Jeff Sewell and Tim Spence. Their 
sponsor was teacher Hobart Schacht. 
The Marion team sponsored by 
teacher Ed Miller won third place in 
chemistry. Student members were Mel-
lisa Buck, Brett Coryell, Tom Haney 
and Joey Harpst. 
Northeastern (of Wayne County) won 
top honors in the physics competition. 
Their efforts were highlighted by a tiny 
car which traveled 204 feet powered 
only by the spring of a common mouse 
trap - a new record. 
Muncie Southside teams won second 
place in physics and also in chemistry. 
Muncie Burris took third place in 
physics. Other high schools participa­
ting were Blackhawk Christian, Ft. 
Wayne Christian, Huntington North, 
Mississinewa, Plymouth and Southern 
Wells. 
According to Prof. Robert Wolfe, 
Director of the Field Day, the purpose is 
to provide opportunity for students of 
chemistry and physics to engage in 
spirited competition while utilizing 
principles and skills initiated in their 
Brooks To 
Manage WTUC 
science classes. The events involve 
laboratory manipulations, problem solv­
ing and equipment fabrication. 
Events in chemistry include density 
determinations, solutions identifica­
tions, a titration race, a quiz show and 
an "all-in-the-family" periodic - table 
contest. 
Physics event include a Rube Gold­
berg "frizziks" display, a mouse - trap 
car race, a balsa bridge contest an egg 
launch, a solar heater contest, a 
computer game and an approximation 
quiz. 
The physics team from Mississinewa 
scored a record point total in the 
computer game. Members of the team 
were Jim Dunn, Alex Hoffman, Lynn 
Roth, Andy Taylor and teacher, Dale 
Competing in physics from Marion 
were Kate Grogg, Sam Orr, Janet 
Porfilio and Matt White, all students of 
teacher George Hill. Also competing in 
chemistry was a team entered by 
teacher Albert Chapman of Marion: 
Mike Reeves and Karen Snyder. 
Physics competitors also included a 
team from Eastbrook: Wes Becker, 
Kelly Cunningham, Brian Roth, Mark 
Wenger with teacher, Jim Harding, and 
a team from Southern Wells: Glenda 
Foltz, Bob Hogston, Beth Langel, Cara 
Schoeff with teacher, Janice Mitchener. 
Huntington North was represented by 
two chemistry teams: Rod Crispen, 
Jenny Johnson, Dan Nelson and Dave 
Smart sponsored by teacher Susan 
Ballinger, and Jake Smelser, Jill Spahr, 
Steve Ufheil and Lamar Young sponsor­
ed by teacher Bob Flora. Also repre­
senting Huntington North was the 
physics team composed of Darrel 
Bourne, Brad Mills, Brian Pyle, Marlin 
Schul and teacher, Max Fordyce. 
Recently, the Taylor Media Board 
chose to rename Jennifer Brooks as the 
Student Manager for radio station 
WTUC. Brooks is a junior Mass 
Communication major. 
She has taken classes in her major 
field of study which helped her in her 
manager job. She did her practicum at 
AM-FM WRSW station in Warsaw, 
Indiana. 
Brooks was involved with programm­
ing and writing commercials while she 
worked there. Last year, Brooks was 
named General Manager for WTUC 
after former General Manager Dan 
White left Taylor in November, 1983. 
In a recent interview,ECHO reporter 
Marilyn Peterson spoke with Brooks in 
an effort to gain some background 
material about her personal opinions 
and job. 
ECHO: What inspired you to run for 
this office again? 
I don't know, I think it was just the 
challenge, because a lot of guys got on 
me about being a girl. I just got really 
upset with them. I just learned a couple 
of weeks ago there were a couple of 
guys who didn't even know I was the 
manager, because one certain staff 
person kept saying that he was the 
manager. He was up there (at the 
station) a lot during the day so a lot of 
people assumed that he was the 
manager. . .and I just wanted to prove 
it. I knew that I couldn't do it all myself 
and God would help me. After we get 
this automated system in and once the 
struture is set up after we get it going, 
they won't have as much problem as I 
did. 
ECHO: What is probably the most 
valuable lesson you've learned this past 
year while working at the station? 
BROOKS: Not to try to do things 
myself but to delegate. . . I had to do too 
many things that I couldn't do myself 
instead of just overseeing everybody. 
ECHO: What was the most difficult 
thing you had to work through at the 
station this past year? 
BROOKS: Dan White left, and when 
I got there I had the job for a month but 
I didn't automatically have it. We had to 
wait for a Media Board meeting. I 
couldn't do anything; my hands were 
ties. I had wasted an entire semester 
and then, second semester, I felt as 
though I had to prove myself to make up 
for the lost time. I wanted to help the 
school and everybody on staff to have a 
good station. 
ECHO: Do you see definite ways the 
station is fulfilling needs Taylor stu­
dents have? 
BROOKS: I know that we aren't the 
top listened-to station. I feel we're 
fulfilling it this year because we've had 
more listenership, more record give -
a ways, and it shows me that something 
is happening. It's just something in the 
process. 
ECHO: Just so our readers know 
where the station is coming from: whose 
opinions or standards were weighed 
most heavily when the station format 
was set up? 
BROOKS: Dale Sloat helped me a 
lot.He's the type of guy who says ' 'write 
everything down. . .organize.' 
ECHO: Will you be keeping the same 
programming standards and format? 
BROOKS: Tim Kirpatrick said we 
could have som special music. But, I 
feel that if we're going to have that 
potential to be on FM cable and we're 
going to be on all day and have better 
sound then we should keep it Christian 
just because we really don't have that 
many people to compete with except 
Fort Wayne Bible College. I think we 
could be a good witness to others 
through our Christian music. 
ECHO: Do you feel this format 
fulfills the listeneing standards of most 
Taylor students which you've spoken 
with personally. If, not, what improve­
ments have they requested: 
BROOKS: I think it will fulfill. I 
think that if we could prove ourselves by 
giving them the sound and by giving 
them no dead-air space, by the self -
automation system, it will all speak for 
itself. I think the biggest problem when 
I speak with people about it is that we're 
never on, it's staticy and it rings. 
ECHO: What so you think of the 
newly - proposed self - automated 
system? 
BROOKS: It's a good idea because 
we're so busy dining the day that we 
will now be able to run longer. (Eight in 
the morning 'til midnight) I think it's 
good because when someone can't be 
there, there will be a master - switch 
system. When the previous D.J. leaves 
and the other one isn't there, the master 
switch will automatically play commer­
cials and play top songs that we've 
taped. 
ECHO: Through your own analysis, 
do you see any potential problems with 
the system? 
BROOKS: The thing that I saw was 
the time factor. It's going to take a long 
time to tape all those songs, and 
Burgess Appointed Editor 
by Jenny Peterson 
Cindy Burgess, a junior Mass Com­
munication major, was appointed Editor 
for Taylor's yearbook, The Ilium, for the 
1984-85 school year. 
Cindy has had previous experience 
with yearbook work. "I have had 
several opportunities which will help me 
next year with The Ilium. In junior and 
senior high school, I wrote for the school 
newspaper and worked on the yearbook 
staff. I was Assistant Editor for the 
yearbook my junior and seniors years." 
She feels excited and ready to work as 
The Ilium editor. "I think the best 
experience that prepared me to work as 
Editor for The Ilium was a week long 
ir 
Taylor student assistants Steve Kastelein and Jett King conduct the balsa bridge contest at April 13's Science Field Day 
Carlson, Whiteheart: 
More Than A Concert 
INCREASED FINANCIAL AID 
AVAILABLE 
Although tuition, fees, room, and 
board costs for 1984-85 will be S644 
higher than this year, an effort has been 
made by Taylor to help offset this 
increase with increased financial aid for 
needy students. This will be possible 
largely due to the fund - raising efforts 
of the University Advancement Office. 
Since some factors such as family 
income or the number of family mem­
bers in college will change, every needy 
student will not see an increase in 
his/her financial aid award. However, 
for most needy students, the increased 
financial assistance should soften the 
impact of next year's cost increase. 
Every effort is being made to notify 
currently enrolled students of their 
financial aid awards for 1984-85 during 
the first week of May. If you have 
applied for financial aid for next year 
and have not received an award notice 
or a request for additional information, 
you should contact the Financial Aid 
Office (ext. 358/428). 
by Tammy Hinman 
Pete Carlson and White Heart perfor-
ed a double concert on April 27 in the 
Chapel/Auditorium at 8:15 p.m. Carl­
son, who is no stranger to Taylor, 
combined guitar, piano, and tracks for a 
light pop-rock sound. He mixed the 
promise of hope with the realism of 
earthly struggle for a relevant message. 
He has served in full-time music 
ministry for eight years. He has 
performed in many concerts throughout 
the United States and Canada. He has 
appeared on television in Canada's 
program the cue-tones on to the 
microcomputer. 
ECHO: Where do you see WTUC as 
being in one year from now? 
BROOKS: I see us as being the top 
Christian Radio station that's listened to 
on campus. I have high hopes. . . . 
ECHO: Do you have any personal 
plans in the works to achieve this goal? 
BROOKS: I'll have more time next 
year to devote to the station. I feel that 
with experience, I won't have to make 
as many mistakes an can go a little bit 
faster. I'd like to keep the same DJs 
because they've got experience. This 
time, we've had approximately 60 
people come up and ask to work at the 
station. I think that a lot of motivation is 
there. I think that if we can make it have 
a good name then people will want to 
work. 
If you would like further information 
about Jennifer's job, the station, or 
about the possibility of working for 
WTUC, please send a note through 
campus mail. Or, if you live out of town, 
write,WTUC, Taylor University, Up 
land, Ind. 46989. 
acclaimed "100 Huntley Street" and 
toured twice in South Africa. Carlson's 
latest LP, "Dreamer's Dream" hit the 
#3 position of the June 1983 issue of 
MUSIC LINE. 
Through his singing and song writ­
ing, Carlson seeks to relate to people's 
needs. His tunes mirror the struggles 
and strides he has experienced in his 
Christian walk, and reflect his genuine 
desire for others to follow Jesus. 
White Heart, a six member band, 
performed contemporary pop, r&b, 
and rock with an incredibly fresh sound. 
Their music was motivational, inspira­
tional, and spiritual with lyrics based on 
experience and scripture. 
Dann Huff, David Huff, Billy Smiley, 
Mark Gersmehl, Gary Lunn, and Scott 
Dongles, the White Heart members, 
have toured and recorded with the 
Imperials, Chris Christian, Steve Camp, 
Sandi Patti, The Gaithers, Johnny Cash, 
and others. David Huff, drummer, said, 
"We believe we have a special gift to 
communicate to teen and college age 
kids. This is a group of people that are 
continually hit with many different 
so-called 'solutions' to solve theii 
problems that we feel a strong need tc 
communicate with and minister tc 
them." 
Mark Gersmehl, who performed on 
the keyboards synthesizers, said,' 'If we 
can make people walk out of our 
concerts feeling better about them­
selves and more optimistic about the 
world in which they live then we have 
really done something for the Lord with 
our music. Lives can be changed." 
White Heart's main goal is to have 
open, personal interaction with those 
who come to see them in concert. 
Whiteheart performs "Vital Signs" at last weekend's concert. Photo by Mark Hofinga 
IT'S MURDER 
'Theplot thickens and all are astounded when Romaine, the star witness (played by Cindy Ericson) changes her 
testimony about her husband's involvement in murder. The husband, Leonard Void, is played by dreg Cox in 
"Witness for the Prosecution." The show continues tonight and tomorrow night in the Little Theatre. Check 
the CTA office or call ext. 289 to determine ticket abailability. 
Taylor views. 
As we all know Taylor poses a unique 
challenge for (hose who are interested in an 
active social life. What are some of the 
techniques you have perfected in attem­
pting to meet that challenge) 
Photo by Mark Hotinga 
We just enjoy being ourselves without 
worrying about impressing people, and we 
get involved in various clubs, activities, and 
friendships that let us interact with people. 
K ris Walton and Kim Wilkerson 
We do Ninja training in our lounge, and 
cemetery hopping. But the majority of the 
time I enjoy going to Rockford for a real 
social life. 
Scott Synder 
seminar at Ball State, a journalism 
workshop. And boy, did we work! From 
early morning until 8:00 at night we had 
classes covering layout, design, and 
writing for the different media. It was 
an excellent, hands-on experience." 
' 'I feel that working for The Ilium will 
be a lot of work, but also a lot of fun. 
I've worked with the Ilium these past 
three years as the Advertisment Man­
ager, and I'm really excited about being 
the Editor. Someday I'd like a career in 
copy writing, layout, and design for 
advertising, which is what the Ilium is 
all about. I want to give the students 
at Taylor a yearbook to remember." 
Here at Taylor we found that it is essential 
to create your own fun. We've devised such 
techniques as a floor hockey tournament, 
lounge baseball, butt sliding, street football 
in the dark, rock concerts in Indy, and free 
Little Caesar's pizza once a week. These ex­
periences have motivated us to have a fresh 
new outlook on Taylor University. 
Jim Cook and Scott Ferrall 
We realize the unique challenge Taylor 
females face — one must have the courage 
to initiate, yet the perserverance to go on 
even after being blown off time and time 
again by 3rd East boys! 
One technique that can't go wrong is to 
invite an entire wing on a "mystery" date 
— one is bound to show up! 
Arleta Baerep and Kim Brontsema 
One of the best techniques I've found for 
enhanced social life is to put on something 
really loud, jog in place till I'm really 
sweaty, and tell high school girls I'm a 
roadie for "White Heart." 
Jeff Ferrier 
Getting my picture put in the Echo for 
answering trivia questions. 
Sue Vinton 
Strange Happenings 
Mark Friday the 13th 
Field Day 
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Chorale Tour '84: A Student's View 
by Jayanne Housholder 
It was onne of those times. Spring 
break 1984 had suddenly become a 
reality, as many students set out for 
home, the Tayor Chorale left for a trip 
from the farmland of Indiana to the 
heart of New York City. 
Just one week before, we had had the 
experience of singing for the National 
Association of Evangelicals in Colum­
bus, Ohio. As we sang for that 
gathering the hours of practice sudden­
ly took on a new meaning, and we were 
"psyched" for our upcoming tour to 
"praise the Lord through song and 
testimony." 
Carrying my bookbag and carry-on 
bag, I boarded the big Greyhound bus 
and seated myself next to my roommate 
for the trip. As we passed the pink bam 
farm, I finally realized that we were on 
our way. 
Never having been on a tour before, 
much less New York City, I had no idea 
what to expect. Here I was on a trip 
basically with people I hardly knew, 
and we were bound for a part of the 
country I had never seen. To ride on a 
bus, to be at people's churches, to stay 
in their homes, and most of all, to lift up 
the Lord in song were the main high­
lights for the week. 
The feeling of not really knowing 
many Chorale members did not last 
long. How could I feel that way after 
riding five to ten hours at a time with 
them on a bus? 
Our main non-musical goal for the 
week was to become unified. As 
Christians, we are all unified through 
Christ, and in Chorale we wanted to 
really "feel" that way. This we ac­
complished. 
Through devotions early in the morn­
ing on the bus, we began to pull 
together as a group while we "rejoiced 
in the Lord" at 7:30 a.m. In the evening 
before our concerts, we also had a 
devotional and learned just what it 
means to be one body. 
Yes, the rides on the bus were long, 
but we were able to make them 
interesting. With Walkman sets for 
every other person, euchre games, and 
sing-alike contests we were determined 
to have fun. 
Growing together as sisters and 
brohers also played an important role on 
our bus rides. What an encouragement 
it was to see people begin to know each 
other by scaring and praying as the bus 
made its way through the hills of 
Massachusetts. 
Once we were off the bus, we never 
forgot our responsibility as members of 
a Christian group. With little complain­
ing, the guys always took care of the 
risers, suitcases and outfits. We enter­
ed the churches ready for fellowship, 
and that is exactly what we encounter­
ed. After practicing for a couple of 
hours, we took part in a meal prepared 
especially for us. 
How we enjoyed those meals with 
fellow Christians! Laughing and smil­
ing, we would then sing the cooks a 
song to show our appreciation. 
As the time neared for our evening 
concerts, excitment began to build. We 
changed into our evening attire. Al­
though the dressing room area was 
sometimes cramped, the anticipation of 
our performance overshadowed any 
difficulties. 
Enthusiastically, we met for our 
devotions. We were excited to sing for 
the churches, but more than that, we 
were singing for one person -r Jesus 
Christ. 
With that thought in mind, we 
processed into the sanctuaries with 
smiles on our faces. We were raidiant 
because of our love to sing for God. As 
we sang, the Lord shone through our 
faces as we "Beheld the Tabernacle of 
God with Christ as the Solid Rock 
anticipating living with God in 
Heaven." 
Post concert times were always a little 
hectic. We met our hosts families 
gathered up own luggage and were 
quickly whisked away to their homes. 
What a contrast between staying at 
the mayor's home in Warren, Pennsyl­
vania to a "reservation" of elderly 
people in another city. We encountered 
many different people. 
The actions of love that we were 
shown by the host families are indescri­
bable. By sharing with each family, we 
saw the different lifestyles and person­
alities of many. 
After a night of rest (sometimes not a 
whole lot!), we were ready to move on. 
The next morning on the bus, the main 
topic of conversation always was, 
"What was your family like?" 
After leaving one city we stopped for 
a shopping spree at a mall. As we got 
off the bus, someone noticed a host 
family from the last town gazing at the 
bus. 
As I got off, my host family that lived 
an hour away WP < standing there 
waiting. Apparently, 1 had left my little 
bottle of Chloraseptic in their bathroom. 
Of course that was no big deal to me 
- it was empty anyway. However, on 
the bottle were the words, "Return 
bottle to Health Center." Naturally, 
they assumed it was important and 
drove 60 miles to assure its return. Now 
that's love! 
Much more took place during Chorale 
Tour 1984. A day in New York City filled 
with subway rides, sight-seeing, an 
opera and Bloomingdale's added to the 
enjoyment of the trip. Shopping excur­
sions at malls along the way proved 
relaxing, practices added to our musical 
growth and to our goal of group unity. 
Getting to know Dr. Ron and Chikako 
Sloan and Dr. Fred Shulze made the trip 
more personal. 
Chorale Tour 1984 is now in the past. 
Sure, we have our memories, our 
pictures and our scrapbooks; we can 
look back later and remember funny 
incidents and fun times. 
But we're back at Taylor today, and 
we have something more important 
than pictures. Because our goal was to 
be unified through Christ, we became 
unified and developed relationships that 
can last a lifetime. When one Chorale 
member sees another member, there is 
something there that wasn't there 
before 10 days of travel. 
Chorale Tour 1984 - a time for travel 
and a time for fun. But most importantly 
it was a time to sing glory to God. 
I N  C O N C E R T  
After three years of concertizing, the 
Taylor Sounds have released their first 
record album, "Taylor Sounds in Con­
cert." The album was recorded and 
mixed at The Bam Recording Studio, 
Alexandria, IN. 
The "In Concert" album contains 
twelve songs, three of which were 
original compositions. Some of the 
selections include "I Am", "Majesty," 
"Jesus Never Fails," "Be Ye Glad," 
and a medley of compositions based 
upon the Psalms which were written by 
the Taylor Sounds' director, Timothy 
Sharp. 
The Taylor Sounds premiered several 
of the songs from the recording in a 
Taylor Chapel this March, and have 
been touring the area using material 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Dear Editor and Student Body, 
I would like to draw attention to a 
problem that I have experienced at 
Tayor. I am an eye glass wearer. I know 
the pain and the suffering experienced 
by these people. The effects are not 
slightly decreased because this is a 
Christian college because people still 
are very insensitive and critical of our 
problem. I am amazed how us eye glass 
wearers are treated by our Christian 
brothers and sisters. Many people who 
wear eyeglasses have gone under­
ground and began to wear contacts. I 
say, "be proud and wear your glasses.'' 
A quote from a Taylor student effected 
by this problem, Chuck Johnson, "I 
used to wear glasses but I couldn't 
handle the pressure being skinny and 
all." (Chuck is also transferring this 
fall to Valparaiso). 
Some of the classic abuses and stereo 
types that the student eye glass wearers 
must deal with are the following: (these 
have actually happened at Taylor) 
"Hey, four eyes" 
"Everybody thinks we're geeks." 
"Everybody thinks we major in 
computer science." 
"Everybody thinks we're smart." 
(must help them with their homework) 
' 'Always being made fun of when the 
glasses steam up on dates and in the 
winter." 
"Always the last pick in basketball." 
' 'I thought he was cute until he put on 
his glasses." 
"Hush". . . .faculty member (J.L.) 
"No, I don't want to go out with 
you." Taylor girls. 
We as eyeglass wearers are no 
different than anybody else. We were 
Dear Editor: 
I think it is high time to bring out a 
problem which I feel has been allowed 
to run rampant on campus. I would like 
to publically take a stand for a 
much-neglected minority of which I am 
a member. For too long now people who 
wear eye-glasses have been an abused 
minority. It is not always in obvious 
ways which we are discriminated 
against. All too often, I am the only one 
who notices. 
Do you realize how emotionally 
damaging the phrase, 'Hey, four-eyes!' 
is? Just because we have been bestow­
ed with artificial optic assistance; is no 
reason to single us out. I can't help that 
I don't have perfect eyesight! Some 
people are actually bom this way, you 
know! 
I am just very thankful that the warm 
weather is now upon us. I don't know if I 
could have handled another, "Hey, 
glasses steaming up on you, Kev.?" 
after coming in from the cold. Of 
course, now the warm weather presents 
its own special problems. If you have 
glasses, you'll understand the misery of 
having to hoist them up to the top of 
your nose after every stream of persp-
eration hits! 
Note: These two articles are in no way 
used to degrade anyone at Taylor, but to 
merely show by concentrating on our 
differences we only broaden the gap 
between individuals. Only by working 
and living together in love can we create 
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bom this way and greatly effected by 
the brutality and at the mercy of the 
Taylor student body. Myself and others 
on the eyeglass council are greatly 
distressed by the problem and lack of 
sympathy demonstrated toward us by 
our friends and collegues. We would 
also like to have "Eye Glass Awareness 
Week" next spring and have a seminar 
for interested Taylor students. Eye 
glass wearers unite and show your 
support on May 10 by wearing your 
glasses. I would like to conclude with 
the following statement; "Kevin, 
you've got a lot of guts wearing your eye 
glasses around." 
Thank you, 
Kevin Wilder and Paul Harris 
Chairmen of eye glass council 
C.E.C. 
Why aren't people more sensitive? I 
don't want to be singled out with people 
asking me if I'm any relation to Woody 
Allen! 
I Don't appreciate people associating 
my glasses with my IQ either! I 
overheard a girl the other day say, "Oh, 
I used to think he was cute. . .then he 
put on his glasses! What a Geek!" 
Well, it's time to fight back against 
this abomination! I've had enough of 
people actually noticing I wear glasses! 
Let's unite! Let's stand up for who we 
are! Contact wearers come out of the 
closet! Wear your glasses with pride! 
Anyone out there with 20/20 vision. . 
.1 know for a fact that you've put down 
people with glasses all your life. You 
personally are responsible. If I have to 
wear glasses then you should feel 
guilty! I demand you immediately start 
treating me exactly the same way you 
treat your contact-wearing congress­
men! I demand a chapel of my own to 
set myself apart. I think this is 
necessary so I can tell you all to not dare 
treat me any different! 
I think we should have our own 
headquarters on campus, and an optom-
itrist posted in each dorm to watch for 
any possible discrimination or friction 
between those who wear glasses and 
those who don't. 
In closing, remember, if you see 
anyone who wears eye-glasses, treat 
them with you utmost attenting, don't 
treat them any different, don't mention 
anything about their optic region, make 
them feel at home, go out with them if 
they ask (even if you don't know them 
very well), and DON'T BE PARANOID! 
(It shows you have something incrim­
inating to hide.) 
Marilyn Peterson 
Sympathizer/concerned student 
To whom it may concern: 
On behalf of the students at Swallow 
Robin, I would like to register a com­
plaint. First of all for the first time 
last semester, computer terminals were 
installed in the dorms. If I and other 
Swallow Robin students understand it 
correctly, when the money was raised 
for computer terminals, it was speci­
fied by the student government that 
one of the computer terminals would 
be installed in Swallow Robin. Why 
has this not happened? We at Swallow 
Robin feel that we have not gotten a 
fair shake on this matter. While other 
dorms have several terminals, we have 
none! 
Secondly why can't a computer ter­
minal be installed in the dorm. It can 
easily be removed when the building 
goes down. Also, if this is absolutely 
not possible, and we want to know 
why, why can't some kind of system 
of reserving the terminal in Morris 
be arranged. Several students at Swal­
low, computer science majors, and non-
computer science majors, have com­
mented and observed that, "When we 
go to use the terminal at Morris it is 
usually already being used by someone 
from Morris!" No hard feelings to­
wards our brothers at Morris, but we 
would also like to enjoy the same be­
nefits. 
Thirdly we have heard that there 
is a computer terminal line in the ba­
sement of Swallow, where the print 
shop was previously located at. Is this 
true? Is the line connected to the 11-70 
or the Vax, if it exists? Could it be 
used? 
Fourthly if the above is true about 
the phones at Swallow, will we have to 
pay all, part, or none of the $25 dollar 
telephone service fee? 
Fifthly for the past several years it 
has been suggested that soon Swallow 
Robin would be torn down. We at 
Swallow Robin would like to know ex­
actly when this is going to take place? 
Many times we get the feeling that 
Point Of Clarification 
The student Development office 
wishes to correct some misinformation 
which was communicated to the campus 
during a recent chapel service. Rumors 
have circulated that fifteen (15) stu­
dents have been dismissed from Taylor 
University this semester. In fact, as of 
April 24, 1984, three (3) students have 
been dismissed for disciplinary reasons 
and seven (7) students have received 
short-term suspensions. 
Taylor University continues to deal 
with students involved in violations of 
university policies and procedures as 
individuals. Every effort is made to be 
redemptive in dealing with disciplinary 
situations while, at the same time, the 
university continues to view violations 
of university policies seriously. We trust 
this clarification is helpful to you. 
some of the benefits being passed on 
to other dorms, are not equally being 
passed on to Swallow under the ex­
cuses that the dorm will soon be done 
away with. This kind of talk has been 
going on for a long time now! What is 
the truth? We are aware that we have 
to pay the same amount of tuition and 
room and board as everyone else who 
lives on campus. 
Sixthly one of the students at Swal­
low Robin reported to us that it is his 
understanding, that Swallow will not 
benefit from the new telephone system 
in the same way as other dorms are. 
We have heard, and there has been 
some confusion on this point, that only 
two telephones will be installed per 
floor. Is this accurate? 
Finally while we generally feel that 
this is a fine university and are than­
kful to God for the privilege of being 
able to be here, we do not feel that 
we received adequate, timely, and 
honest information and communication 
about the computer terminal and the 
future of the dorm. We also feel hat 
while our senator has persued these 
matters through the senate, that we 
have not gotten an adequate response 
on this matter. That is why we have 
decided to present this letter to the 
newspaper and are sending several, 
similar signed petitions to various 
leaders, Faculty, and Staff on campus. 
We recommend, and would like to 
see, that the following information, 
one or several official written respon­
ses, and the following action, by the 
university's President, faculty, or staff 
—not a student, be taken: 
1) How many years does Swallow 
Robin really have left of existence? 
Honestly, why can't a computer ter­
minal be installed in Swallow Robin? 
What can be done to change the sit­
uation? How much will it cost? What 
other alternatives can be persued, like 
a sign up sheet in Morris? How much 
money are the people at Swallow go­
ing to have to pay for the new phone 
system? 
2) We would like the President, or 
some other high ranking officials here 
at the university, to open a dialogue 
with the students at Swallow Robin on 
from this album. Tours have included 
local programs in Indiana, as well as 
extended tours to North Carolina, and 
an upcoming Southeast tour through 
Kentucky, Georgia, and Florida. 
The Album will soon be available in 
the campus bookstore, as well as from 
the Music Department. Plans are 
beginning for a second recording next 
fall. Auditions for the 1984-85 Taylor 
Sounds will be held on May 12 (see 
related article). 
The "Taylor Sounds in Concert" 
album features several soloists. Inclu­
ded in extended solos are Traci Bane, 
Brad Bahl, Kim Aehr, Dean Moyer, and 
Jay Laffoon. The album was produced 





Three bell choirs will present a pro­
gram this Tuesday, May 8, at 7:30 
p.m. in the Recital Hall. The program 
will be the final program of the 
academic year of those sponsored by the 
music department. The program is 
under the direction of Dr. Richard 
Parker, professor of music. 
Familiar selections to be rung include 
the popular "Olympic Fanfare" , 
"Canon in D" by Pachelbel, and "My 
Father's Beautifiil World" (a medley 
for vocalist, audience, flutes, and bells 
based on familar hymn tunes). Special 
selections include "Pizzicati" and 
"LeP'ing," two musical works which 
call for the bells to be played with 
mallets. In addition, three selections 
will be performed which were written 
for double bell choir — with one choir 
perfroming on stage and an echo choir 
performing in the balcony. 
Groups performing include the newly 
formed student bell choir (under the 
direction of senior Patty Irvin), the Staff 
Bell Choir, and the TaylorRingers. 
Seniors performing for their final time 
will receive gifts. These individuals 
include Cass Huston, Sue Geney, Patti 
Irvin, Margie Gowman, Ronda White, 
and Lynne Cowell. 
Everyone is cordially invited to attend 
the program. 
the above matters. 
on behalf of the Students at 
Swallow Robin, 
Roberto Cadena 
May 1, 1984 
PS We hope and pray, realizing that 
this letter is bound to anger many peo­
ple, that it will be taken in the pro­
per Spirit. There is confusion, miscom-
munication, frustration, and even some 
anger at Swallow over these matters. 
We would like to see these matters 
mediated, discussed, and straightened 
out. Thank you! 
Headliners II 
103 East Washington, Upland Call 998-7341 
TRY US! 
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Professor Yutzy: Quite a Guy 
Dr. Daniel Yutzy 
by Kathy Kelly 
Dr. Daniel Yutzy, Taylor's 1983 
Distinguished Professor of the Year and 
chairman and professor of the Sociology 
Department, stays busy at Taylor as 
well as many other places this side of 
the Mississippi River. 
Dr. Yutzy has an exciting ministry on 
the weekends during the school year 
and more extensively in the summer 
months. Booked by invitation only, Dr. 
Yutzy speaks as Renewal meeting s in 
churches; Spiritual Life retreats; coup­
les, youth, and single's retreats, and 
occasionally a normal service in a 
church. In the summer as more time 
provides, Dr. Yutzy speaks at special 
services which include camp meetings 
and large retreats. He speaks and 
participates in "Jesus" conferences at 
the Agape farm in Pennsylvania where 
the crowd ranges from 8,000 to 20,000. 
Full Gospel Business Men's Fellowship 
as well as other groups in conferences 
call Dr. Yutzy back to speak year after 
year. 
But Dr. Yutzy not only speaks he is a 
teacher, preacher, and a counselor. He 
This group will travel to the Dominican Republic this summer as part ot the Spanish Abroad Program. 
Taylor Students Dominican Bound 
Twenty students have registered in 
the Spanish Abroad Program which will 
be held in Santiago, Dominican Re­
public from June 18 to July 20. The 
participants will be converging into 
Miami (point of departure) from ten 
different states. Only three of the 
itravelers are Spanish majors and the 
rest of them are fulfilling their Inter­
mediate Spanish language requirement. 
The group will fly to Santo Domingo 
via Dominicans Airways. They will be 
welcomed there by a representative 
from the "Institute Biblico Evangelico" 
who will also drive the visitors to 
Santiago. The van trip will take about 3 
Vi hours. Next day, Dona Olga de 
Esteves and Apolinar Vargas (Domini­
can instructors)" will lead a campus 
orientation session plus a tour of the 
town, which is the second most impor­
tant in the country. The students will be 
provided room and board on campus. 
There will be ample opportunities for 
oral practice with the Dominican stu­
dents at the "Institute Biblico." Be­
sides preparing for classes and tests, 
the guests will be able to participate in 
local church experiences, trips to the 
beach, mountain climbing, the local 
country club and some missionary 
endeavours. Food for the Hungry (a 
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Art Show Awards Presented 
by Glenda Lehman 
Prize money totaling over $600 was 
awarded to selected student artists 
participating in the Annual Student Art 
Show on Thursday. The Art Show, 
sponsored by various private donors 
and the Taylor Art Club, offers ten 
different categories for students to 
participate in. Over twenty students 
entered their works in areas of water-
color, painting, printmaking, visual 
design, drawing, ceramics, sculpture, 
photography, jewerly and college. 
The show consists of 157 works many 
of which are currently on sale in the 
Chronical Tribune Art Gallery. The 
Gallery hours are from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
Monday, Wednesday. Friday, and from 
11 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Saturday. Student 
participant Chris Loomis said, "There 
were so many works in the show that 
some of them had to be displayed on the 
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mission serving the island) has invited 
the group to donate a weekend to help 
in a building project in a city near-by. 
Two students from Wheaton College 
and four from Greenville College are 
joining the Taylor participants for the 
experience. The program which has 
been coordinated in the past by Prof. 
Gongwer will be under the leadership of 
Prof. Dixon this year. ACSI (Association 
of Christian Schools International) has 
asked Mr. Dixon to be the official 
interpreter of a team seeking to 
establish a Christian school in Santo 
Domingo. 
Auditions Held Soon 
for Taylor Sounds 
Auditions for the 1984-85 Taylor 
Sounds will be held on Saturday, May 
12, from 2:00 to 4:00 p.m. in the 
Hermanson Music Center, Room 161. 
Interested singers should fill out an 
audition from which is available in the 
music office. At that time, a sign-up 
sheet is available for the Saturday 
audition times. 
In addition to the audition form, the 
singes should prepare a contemporary 
Christian music selection, and should 
bring an accompanist to the audition. 
All parts will be auditioned-soprano, 
alto, tenor, and bass. In the event 
positions are not all filled, a fall audition 
will be held at the beginning of 
September to complete the group. 
Plans for the 1984-85 Taylor Sounds 
include a second recording, many local 
concerts, and an extended tour. All 
Taylor students interested in a comtem-
porary Christian music ministry are 
encouraged to audition. 
wall outside the gallery." 
The awards were presentd to the 
students by Dr. Ray Bullock at the 
opening of the show on Thursday. A 
reception was held following the show 
for over fifty people. 
Kay Stouse, art teacher from Marion 
High School, Marion, was the judge of 
the show. "The whole show was 
outstanding." she said. She nominated 
a large number of students for honor­
able mention in every category. "Each 
category was impressive, but I was 
especially impressed with the photo­
graphy," said Stouse. 
Jeni McGaughan was the top prize 
winner, getting awards in seven differ­
ent categories. John Reischus and 
Karen Gerent tied for second and 
Donna Ault and Kathy Jett tied for third 
with their unique photography. 
Parnassus 1984 is now 
available. Parnassus, Taylor 
University's literary journal 
which is published annually, 
consists of poems, stories, 
essays, and art pieces by Taylor 
students. The majority of these 
studen pieces come as entries in 
the Parnassus literary contest. 
The student staff and the 
Taylor print shop are to be com­
mended for their fine work. 
You may obtain your copy of 
Parnassus 1984 at the English 
Department office for $1.00. Only 
325 copies were printed. 
feels that counseling, especially young 
people, is very important. He prays with 
and encourages new Christians and 
mature saints as well as pastors and lay 
- people of the churches where he 
speaks. Sometimes he feels that the 
need for encouragement to the church -
workers is just as important as what he 
has to say to the congregation. 
Several tipics are covered by Taylor's 
Dr. Yutzy. Some of these include 
renewal messages, commitment mes­
sages, marital relationships, the works 
of the Holy Spirit, the Kingdom of God, 
and occasionally a lecture in sociology. 
Dr. Yutzy doesn't see himself necessari­
ly as an evangelical preacher, but 
someone who can tell God's story. 
Even though Dr. Yutzy's schedule is 
full of speaking engagements, his main 
responsibility and first role is a profes­
sor at Taylor University. He and his 
family are very happy with Taylor and 
feel that this is where God wants their 
main ministry to be. Dr. Yutzy feels that 
he is a better professor and dies a better 
job, though, because of his ministries 
on the weekends. He is so motivated by 
what happens and by what God is doing 
in the meetings where he speaks that he 
is more than ready for his Monday 
morning classes. He feels that he may 
"dry up" if he wasn't doing something 
extra. 
Taylor is also represented when Dr. 
Yutzy speaks. He presents a positive 
image of Taylor, even though he doesn't 
"advertise" Taylor. He often has 
people ask "Are all the professors like 
you? ' In asking this, they are wonder­
ing if all the professors believe in the 
Bible, teach Biblical standards, and 
promote God. Often because of this, Dr. 
Yutzy is able to talk with prospective 
students. Taylor is well known out in 
"the real world" and Dr. Yutzy often 
has chances to talk with alumni or 
people who know people who go to 
Taylor, also. Dr. Yutzy is not a recruiter 
for Taylor, but feels that God has given 
him this opportunity to promote a 
positive image about Taylor. 
Many of Dr. Yutzy's ideas for himm 
sermons or talks come from the reading 
that he does, as well as from other 
P®ople. He reads theological books, 
Christian life books, and occasionally 
novels, which are for "recreational 
purposes." His Greek training hpa 
helped him also. Dr. Yutzy had no 
seminary training but his two years of 
Greek has been very profitable. 
All of this ministering has come out of 
Dr. Yutzy's feeling of his call to the 
ministry. After college, he taught at 
Soumi Buffalo and also assistant past-
ored and eventually pastored a «m«ll 
church. In 1972 Dr. Yutzy and his family 
moved to a small liberal arts college in 
Harrisonberg, Virginia. At this time he 
and his wife decided that they would not 
accept anymore pastorate positions, but 
would accept speaking engagements. 
Yearly, Drr. Yutzy receives offers to 
pastor a church, but turns them down 
because he feels God wants him here at 
Taylor. Dr. Yutzy is very satisfied with 
what he is doing. He carries his share of 
burdens also, and doesn't know how 
long this ministry will last, but he's 
open to what God would have him do. 
ALBUM REVIEW 
Whitehead's 'Vital Signs' 
by Jon Campbell 
Several years ago a group of studio 
musicians decided to form a Christian 
band. The product of these musicians 
was one of the most professional 
sounding bands Christian music had 
ever seen. The group was named 
Whiteheart and they have just released 
their second album, VITAL SIGNS. 
Featuring new lead singer Scott 
Douglas, the band has produced a very 
"secular sounding" album, in the 
sense that if the words were not heard 
the album would be mistaken for a good 
Top-40 album. The vocals are very 
evident and indeed mixed forward so 
that there would be no mistaking the 
intention of the album. The lyrics are 
exceptionally meaty, dealing with 
apathy, fence riding, and self evalua­
tion, as well as having some great 
worship and encouragement songs. 
"Following the King" is the single 
released to radio stations, and is one of 
the, if not the best, cut on the album. 
"The way of faith isn't easy and it will 
get harder, but we've made our choice 
no turning back. We are marching on 
Following the King." Production, 
instrumentation, and music on the cut 
is flawless. 
"Carried Away" could contend for 
best cut. It is more of a rocker that 
"King" but the intense emotion is well 
presented by the vocals, something 
which most Contemporary music fails to 
do. The excitement is well based, since 
the song deals with the Lord's second 
coming. "We will be carried away, we 
have the final victory. On the mellower 
side the best cut is "We are His 
Hands," featuring the We Are His 
Choir. This unity song reminds us that 
the church is a body in which all the 
parts are necessary, and that we should 
proudly use our gifts for the Lord. 
The album is sure to please any 
listener, no matter what musical prefer­
ence they have. The rockers on the 
album usually deal with the tougher 
issues. For example, "Draw the Line" 
deals firmly with fence riders, who 
refuse to take a stand either for or 
against the Lord. "Undercover", and 
' 'Vital Signs'' offer two more cuts of the 
rock persuasion. 
Undercover, similar to Draw the Line, 
deals with the man no one really knows, 
it seem his faith just comes and goes. 
The title cut tells us to monitor our vital 
signs and asks, "Are our actions 
connected with what's inside our 
head?" The slower, mellower songs 
consist of praise songs like "Sing Unto 
The Lamb," "Walking in the Light," 
"Quiet Love," and "Let Your First 
Thought." 
Along with the great production, 
musicianship, and vocals, the songs 
themselves are not trite "hook songs". 
They are rather mature, well-developed 
and well-though-out songs. They have 
direction integrity, and most important­
ly they sound great. Some would call 
this unoriginality, but I would consider 
it perfection of the artform they are 
working with. Granted they are not 
blazing new trails into pop music, but 
they are quite original in their studio 
production and arrangements. So why 
bother creating new songs that are 
second rate? I prefer the perfection of 
artform. This is a superior album that 
will minister as well as be a blessing to 
the listener. 
So why not buy it. Let's start 
supporting our brothers and sisters in 
the CCM industry, rather than a 
Jehovah's Witness who has already sold 
over 25 million records. It really doesn't 
hurt that bad. 
Wayne Watson's 'Man in the Middle' 
The following interview of Wayne Watson will be aired this month on radio stations 
across the country. The interview was conducted by Tom Dooley and the material was 
provided courtesy of Milk and Honey Records. 
Wayne's contemporary Christian music has hit the charts of Musicland, the industry's 
trade magazine. His albums include Working in the Final Hour, featuring "Touch of the 
Master's Hand," New Lives for Old, and currently Man in the middle. "Celebrate, "from 
Wayne's current album, was the No. 3 song in the country during April. 
"I don't feel led to waste my time and talent singing about puppy dogs and girlfriends," 
says Wayne. "Instead, I'm definitely trying to minister to the body of Christ." 
Now, on with the interview with Wayne Watson... 
they say. At the time, I really rebelled 
Tom: Wayne, at the age of 10 you 
dedicated your life to Christ, but it was 
quite a few years later that you 
dedicated your life to the music minis­
try. In 1972, you attended Louisiana 
Tech and studied vocal music. In your 
first music class, you met a girl named 
Lynn whom you married a year later. 
You began your professional career in 
1978 by recording an album on an 
independent label. Now, in addition to 
writing and performing, you enjoy 
producing albums for other artists, 
including the popular recording duo 
Harvest. Let's begin our interview by 
covering your chilhodd background. 
What kind of an environment did you 
grow up in? 
WAYNE: I grew up in north Louisi­
ana, in a little town called Wisner, in a 
very nice Christian home with good 
atmosphere. I really had a very shelter­
ed upbringing, in that I was sheltered to 
the point of not getting into a lot of 
trouble when I was a kid. My parents 
demanded respect. They called it 
respect - I called it fear' and they 
demanded that I just obey and do what 
internally, but I didn't go against their 
wishes, and now I look back and I really 
thank the Lord for it, because they 
protected me. I've never really experi­
enced a lot of the heartache that my 
friends experienced. 
TOM: Wayne, the title cut "Celeb­
rate" on your new album is a very 
positive affirmation of God's goodness. 
WAYNE: Yes. I have experienced 
such heaviness and seriousness in the 
past few years, and it has been shown 
through the past few records - sort of a 
heavy, serious tone. I've rediscovered 
the joy of my salvation this year, and it 
comes forth in the song "Celebrate." 
TOM: Have you ever thought about 
doing something in the secular music 
field? With your talent and knowledge, 
you could probably be very successful. 
WAYNE: Any answer I give is going 
to sound trite probably. It's going to 
sound super - spiritualized and trite and 
cliche. I've thought about that, though, 
because I've had people approach me 
from that area of music. The answer I 
gave them, and the answer I had to 
come to grips with in my own life is that 
I see how quickly my life could be 
snuffed out. I guess the bottom line is 
that it's too short. . . life is just too 
short. 
TOM: Wayne, I think you've ac­
complished something unique in gospel 
music. The songs on this album, even 
though seriously based, are very much 
down to earth. 
WAYNE:"LoveFound A Way "is a good 
example. When I sang the song in the 
studio, I think we took it on the first take 
because I just felt the presence of Christ 
in me as I sang it. It reminded me of the 
experience I had a long time ago. . .the 
simplicity in the message of salvation 
that I experienced 19 years ago. 
TOM: Wayne, you've beem very 
successful both as an artist and a 
producer. Where do you want to take it 
from here? 
WAYNE: I really feel that right now 
in my life God is urging me to take this 
concert ministry. . .this ministry of 
being on a concert state and performing 
and singing and talking to people. . 
.much more seriously. He wants me to 
spend my time and my energy pursing 
that, and reaching the potential that He 
hs for me in that area. 
TOM: The last song on the album, 
"The Least of These," seems like an 
appropriate song to end with. It leaves 
us challenged to rethink our relation­
ship with the Lord. 
WAYNE: "The Least of These" 
moves me as much as any other song on 
this album in that it reminds me of my 
life. It tells the listener that you can be 
faithful in the church, you can give your 
tithes, you can give your offerings, you 
can teach Sunday School, you can sing 
in the choir, you can give to the poor, 
and do all those things that we as 
believers do, but still the Lord asks us in 
the Scriptures: "Did you feed me when 
I begged you? Fill my cup when I 
reached out in thirst? Take me in when I 
was homeless? When we stood face to 
face, did you or I come first?. . .For in 
the least of these is how you please Me 
most." We can't just pay lip service to 
Him, but we have to invest in the things 
that cost and hurt and take our time. 
That's what' 'The least Of These" is all 
about. 
TOM: Wayne, it's been a pleasure. 
Thank you for sharing your heart with 
us. Of course, we wish you every good 
success for this album and for your 
ministry. May God bless and prosper 
you in everything that you undertake for 
His glory. 
Moments atone — 
Glen Ford gets some time alone outdoors as the weather continues to improve. 
Women's Track Team Takes 
Third at Little State 
Jerusalem. 
MAY 4, 1984 
Tomorrow night at 8:15 p.m. in the Chapel/Auditorium, J erusalem, Whiteheart, and Robin Crow will 
all be in concert. S.A.C. is presenting this concert to you for free! It promises to be an exciting night! 
Trojan Horse On The Loose 
Concert Tomorrow is FREE 
• »  » » * » « * > » •  
Lifesavors. 
by Diane Stockdale 
Last Saturday the women's track 
team traveled to Saint Joseph's to 
compete in the annual Little State meet 
consisting of fourteen teams. Taylor 
earned 78 points to palce them third: 
The top six teams and their scores were: 
Saint Joseph - 126, Manchester - 113 
Taylor - 78, Indiana Central - 56, 
Evansville - 47, and Notre Dame - 46. 
The other eight teams scored only 20 or 
fewer points. 
Lori Shepard, the only first place 
finisher, also received the honor of 
being selected as the Outstanding 
Senior Athlete. Lori placed first in the 
high jump, long jump, and the 100m 
hurdles. She also received third in the 
200m dash. 
The 1600m relay team of Shepard, 
Diane Stocksdale finished second; the 
800 medley relay of Kim Brontsema, 
Lauren Tanis, Janelle Shane, and Shelli 
Stuiber finished fifth; and the 3200 relay 
of Jodi Furhman, Dawn Starks, Janelle 
Shane, and Brenda Baird finished sixth. 
Individual performances were as 
follows: 
Kim Brontsema — 5th - high jump 
Beth Curran — 5th - 10,000 
Linda DenHartigh — 6th - Discus 
Jodi Fuhrman — 6th -1500 
Carrie Godfrey — 6th - high jump 
Diane Stocksdale — 2nd - 400m 
hurdles & 3rd - 400 
Shelli Stuiber — 6th - 400 
Jodi Williamson — 2nd - 5000 and 5th 
- 3000. 
A week ago last Wednesday Taylor 
had a beautiful day for their home track 
Lauren Tanis, Rachel Meighan, and meet. They defeated Franklin, Saint 
First 20-Game Season In 
Marys, and Goshen. First place finishes 
came from Lori Shepard in the 100 
hurdles, long jump, high jump, and 
triple jump; Jodi Williamson in the 5000 
and 3000; Linda DenHartigh in the 
shotput and discus; Diane Stocksdale in 
the 400 hurdles; Jodi Fuhrman in the 
800 and 1500; and the three relay 
squads. The 400 relay and 1600 relay 
are the same as mentioned above. The 
800 medley relay consisted of Kim 
Brontsema, Carrie Godfrey, Brenda 
Baird, and Shelli Stuiber. If you read 
this article, mention it to a track person. 
Today and tomorrow both the fir Is' 
and guys' teams will be participating in 
the Christian College Nationals held at 
Marion College. If you are tired of 
watching the Taylathon, come watch 
some exciting track and field, and 
support the Taylor teams. 
by Gary Wixtrom 
Last Saturday, Taylor's men's 
baseball beat Grace College in a double 
header 7-0 and 12-7. These two wins 
pulled their record up to 20-11 and in 
the drivers seat going into the district 
•playoffs. 
In"1969 Taylor Baseball finished 5th 
in the natioh with a 30-10 record and a 
trip to the N.A.I.A Nationals. One year 
later, 1970 was to be the last 20 game 
season until this year. 
This year's team is the best in years. 
They're batting .331 as a team and the 
pitching has been excellent. During one 
stretch Taylor pitchers completed 8 
straight games with an ERA during the 
stretch of .89. 
In the last 24 games Taylor has won 
19 and have taken 10 of 11 recent 
games. 
Senior Captains Larry Walker, pitch­
er; Matt moses, short stop; and Clark 
Hewitt, catcher; have helped the team 
considerably towards the goal of a good 
season which Taylor is enjoying. 
For the second straight year the 
Trojans can finish their season at Home 
undefeated, with two wins against 
IUPU-Indianapolis this Saturday. 
One of these men know where The Horse is, but which one? 
study. 
Ozmun Wins Isometric Run 
At the special awards ceremony 
Sunday, April 29, for the Isometric Run 
to benefit the Indianapolis Symphony 
Orchestra, Race Director Nelson Steele 
announced the official winners of the 5K 
and 10K men's and women's divisions. 
Winner of the 10K Women's Division 
was Ruth D. Ozmun, teaching coach at 
Taylor University, Upland, Indiana. She 
recently qualified in the Carolina Mara­
thon in Columbia, South Carolina. 
Second Place Winner in the division was 
Loraine Veal, and Third Place Winner 
was Marilyn Strawbridge. 
In the 10K Men's Division was Tim 
Mylin, a 1983 Butler University gradu­
ate who teaches chemistry at Carmel 
High School, with the finishing time of 
31:06 minutes. Mylin has won many 
races throughout the state, including 
the State Steeplechase while running 
for Butler, and the Indianapolis and the 
Muncie Governor's Cup. Second Place 
Winner was Thomas Burleson, and 
Third Place was awarded to Dean 
Behrmann. 
Winner of the 5K Women's Division 
was Ann Reis, at 18:19 minutes, with 
second and third places taken by Candy 
Wojoik and Laurel Peterson, respective­
ly-
The men's 5K division was won by 
Willie Young with a time of 15:18 
minutes. In second place was Joh 
Olszewski, and in third came Karl 
Swihart. 
Over 2,000 runners participated in 
the second annual Isometric Run to 
benefit the Indianapolis Symphony Or­
chestra. Categories also included the 
Centipede division of those groups 
running together with a connected 
costume. Amax Coal Company took first 
prize as the fastest Centipede. 
Bob Wed die was the 1984 race 
chairman, with Nelson Steele serving as 
race director. 
14 Years For A HOT Team 
Photos by Dwight Hammond 
The Trojan Horse is in action again. 
A glimmer of it was last seen on Nos­
talgia Night, as an alumni who was a 
veteran of The Horse ran across the 
stage of the. Chapel/Auditorium. It 
will be shown again soon. 
An unidentifiable source said, "It 
will be shown at least five times again 
before the end of the school year. A-
gain we have won and beaten our 
foes. The Trojan Horse is running lo­
ose and we control it. If you don't 
Fans look on as the Trojans slug out their hits. 
over to the Union where we can 
know the significance of The Horse, I 
am sure Swallow Robin will be glad 
to explain." 
The Trojan Horse is a weathered 
and worn mascot of Taylor. It was put 
out to pasture in 1982 by Jimmy Hen-
drix, Morris Hall Director. It has leg­
ally and illegally exchanged many 
times over the past years. After Hen-
drix confiscated it, students were work­
ing on rules to play the game. 
Yet it has mysteriously broken loose, 
and the new rules of the game are 
"You touch it, it is yours." They are 
simple and clean rules and the Trojan 
Horse will perhaps stay on the ram­
page if it allows for good clean fun. 
To obtain the horse, the rules must 
be played by. Another unidentifiable 
source stated, "I am more than will­
ing to play along with the rules." 
The challenge is out. Who will be 
the one to possess the much-coveted 
Trojan Horse next? 
